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YA-D5-4
Electric Hospital Bed

Better comfort!
Better care
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YA-D5-4 Electric Hospital Bed

YA-D5-4 is an economical five-function electric hospital 

ICU bed , The remote control controls all movements, It is 

a recovery platform that can perfectly serve as the hospi-

tal’s ICU bed with the below excellent features.

- Four split side rail, drop down under platform

- Hand remote control

- Detachable head/foot board with easy lock

- Caster diameter of 125mm with brakes

- Bumper caster on four corners

- Auto-counter to provide the patient from sliding onto foot end

- With angle indicator embedded in the railing for back and 

Trendelenburg adjustment(optional)

- Manual CPR on both sides(optional)

- Detachable head foot board for emergency operation

DESCRIPTION

Overall size 

Lying surface

Height adjustable

Backrest adjustable

Knee section adjustable

Trendelenburg

Reverse trendelenburg

Safe working load

Max working load

2240*1060*500-780mm

2045* 900mm

500-780mm

0° - 75°

0° - 40°

0° - 12°

0° - 12°

170kg

225kg

STANDARD
SPECIFICATION

FEATURES



Tuck-away side railing meets 
IEC60601-2-52 safety standard, 
special protection mechanism can 
prevent patient to drop down the 
railing from inside bed.

The remote control with clear icon 
is beneficial for medical staff which 
can control the bed position from a 
remote distance.

Angle indicator on the guardrail, 
backrest railing indicator for back 
section adjustment with visible 30 
degree mark, knee railing indicator 
to show degree of trendelenburg.

SIDE RAIL LOCK REMOTE CONTROL ANGLE INDICATOR

There are infusion holes at the head 
and foot of the bed, so the nurse 
can infuse in two positions at the 
same time, which is more conve-
nient.

IV HOLE

All four castors are equipped with 
brakes, which are stable and 
durable.

CASTOR BRAKE

There are anti-collision angles on 
the four corners of the bed to 
reduce the impact of hitting the 
wall.

ANTI-COLLISION ANGLE
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ABOUT US

YOU TUBE MEDIK

Zhangjiagang Medi Medical Equipment Co.,ltd, founded in 1995, with more than 20 years experience in 

developing hospital furniture, is one of the largest manufacturer of hospital bed, patient stretcher, medical 

cart and other related hospital furniture in China or even Asia.

Through scientific management complying with ISO9001&ISO13485, by adopting advanced facility like 

Germany TRUMPF CNC, Japan OTC Robot Welding, Auto-power coating line with Swiss GEMA gun , 

Medi focuses on providing brand quality product with CE approval.

Headquartered in Zhangjiagang nearby Shanghai, with subsidiary oversea offices in Hungary, Dubai, 

Thailand, New Zealand, Kenya, Colombia, Medi acting professionally and swiftly for both pre-sales and 

after-sales.The products are widely accepted by global clients, such as UK RIE hospital, UNIVERZITETNI 

KLINICNI CENTER, Kokilaben Dhirubhai Ambani Hospital, Singapore National University Hospital etc.
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